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Abstract—One of the most significant features of STACK, an automatic 
assessment system for mathematics, is that it can automatically classify correct, 
semi-correct, and incorrect answers using a Potential Response Tree and provide 
appropriate feedback for each. However, answers provided by students are only 
the results of their calculations, and if they are semi-correct or wrong, it is neces-
sary to check the notes describing the calculations to determine where mistakes 
have been made. We developed a function that allows students to submit their 
notes at the same time as their STACK answers, thereby creating an environment 
that allows teachers to check where students have made mistakes and where they 
have stumbled. The note submission can be in the form of saving the results of 
calculations made with a digital pen on a tablet. This study examines a method 
of analysing answer data by visualising and analysing pen-stroke data from notes 
submitted using the latter method and linking this to correct/incorrect data. From 
pen-stroke data, two types of visualisation were achieved on the submitted notes. 
One was to colour-code the strokes according to the writing speed of the digital 
pen, and the other was to display the strokes as thicker if the stagnant time during 
which nothing was written was above a threshold value. The difficulty of the 
problem was surmised from those data. Then, item response theory was used to 
verify whether the difficulty was correctly estimated.

Keywords—automatic assessment system for mathematics, pen-stroke data  
analysis, item response theory

1 Introduction

In recent years, the development of information technology has accelerated infor-
matisation in the education sector, resulting in more attention being paid to e-learning 
than ever before, as lectures are delivered online and home study is conducted with 
on-demand materials. One important function of e-learning is online testing, but the 
majority of test formats are true/false, multiple-choice, or numerical input. However, for 
online tests of science and mathematics, when the answer method is multiple-choice, it 
is possible to guess the answer to some extent from the options, and even if the calcula-
tion method is not known, it may be possible to guess the correct answer. For example, 
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in integral questions, it is possible to find the correct answer by differentiating all the 
functions given as options, even if one does not understand how to calculate the inte-
gral. Where answers are multiple-choice, it may be possible to assess overall ability by 
assigning a large number of questions, but it is difficult to ascertain exactly how well 
students understand individual questions. On the other hand, in the case of an answer 
format in which formulae are entered, it is expected that the actual ability of the respon-
dent can be measured as it is impossible to answer a question if the calculation method 
is not understood. In the case of a formula input format, it is also expected that it is 
possible to obtain information on areas where students who have taken the online test 
lacked sufficient understanding by analysing wrong answers.

Automatic formula scoring systems include STACK [1], Möbius [2], WeBWorK [3] 
and Numbas [4]. This paper examines a method for estimating students’ abilities using 
answer data from STACK, which is the most widely used system in Japan. Specifically, 
this paper uses the function for submitting notes in which calculations are made to pro-
vide answers, which will be introduced in the next section, and features of the answers 
are extracted from the written data of the notes to estimate the difficulty level of the 
questions and the students’ level of understanding. Furthermore, from the correct and 
incorrect information from the online test, the ability values of the students who took 
the test, and the difficulty level of the questions estimated using item response theory 
are calculated with the aim of confirming the validity of the findings from the data in 
the notes.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces STACK, and 
Section 3 introduces the methods utilised in this study. Section 4 gives examples of the 
application of these methods to real answer data. Section 5 provides a summary and 
discussion.

2 Brief review of STACK

In STACK and other automatic formula scoring systems, a correct or incorrect eval-
uation is made by entering a formula as a solution, such as in a problem-solving ordi-
nary differential equation, as shown in Figure 1. If the left-hand side of Figure 1 is 
the correct answer and the integral constant is missing, as in the right-hand side of 
Figure 1, partial points can be given. This kind of partial point evaluation of answers 
can be achieved with a function called Potential Response Tree.

Fig. 1. Example of STACK
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The potential response tree is an algorithm that enables the classification of student 
answers by evaluating the answers step by step and from several perspectives by means 
of a dichotomous tree. For example, in the potential response tree in Figure 2, first, at 
node 1, it is determined whether the student’s answer satisfies the differential equation 
or not, and if it is true, it proceeds to node 2; but if it is false, it is scored as 0. At node 2, 
it is determined whether the student’s answer is one that neglects an arbitrary constant, 
and if true, a partial score of 0.5 points is awarded; but if false, it proceeds to node 3. 
At node 3, it is determined whether the student’s answer is a trivial one, and if true, it 
is awarded 0.1 partial points; but if it is false, 1 point is awarded because it is a correct 
answer.

Fig. 2. An example of a potential response tree of STACK for assessing  
the question about ordinary differential equations

3 Pen-stroke data analysis and item response theory

Nakamura and Nakahara developed a function that allows the submission of note-
books containing not only answers but also notes describing the calculation process, 
which can be linked to and managed in relation to questions and answers [5]. Notes can 
be submitted either by attaching handwritten notes with photographs or by writing on 
a tablet with a digital pen. An example of a notebook written on a tablet with a digital 
pen is shown in Figure 3 (left). In the upper left-hand corner of the notebook, there are 
buttons for selecting the end of the note, erase all, pen, and eraser. The digital pen is 
used to write answers on the grid. The pen-stroke data contains the pen-strokes written 
by the students in chronological order. Figure 3 (right) shows a part of the recorded 
data. Action indicates the state of the pen, such as writing start, writing in progress, 
or selecting the eraser; X and Y are the coordinates of the pen nib; Time indicates the 
UNIX time when the Action was performed.
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Fig. 3. An example of a note submitted and a part of the recorded data

The pen stroke data shown in Figure 3 is used to visualise the writing speed and 
stagnation points. Based on the writing speed obtained, colour is added for each speed. 
The lower the speed, the bluer the colour; the higher the speed, the redder the colour. If 
more than 2 seconds have elapsed between the end of a stroke and the start of the next 
stroke, the post-stagnation stroke is displayed in bold as a stagnation point. Two seconds 
or more is a length that can be perceived as stagnation by humans [6].

According to previous empirical findings, students who rewrite more often are less 
certain, but students who write slower but rewrite less tend to solve problems more 
carefully and accurately. However, this assessment is subjective, and so, an objective 
evaluation is required. We, therefore, used item response theory to estimate students’ 
ability and question difficulty from the correctness and incorrectness data of the test 
and compared them with the findings from the pen-stroke data to check the consistency.

4 Analysis of answer data

The visualisation method described in section 3 was applied to the answer data of 
three students who answered six differential and integral calculus questions. The cor-
rect/incorrect data and the number of times the eraser was used by each student for each 
question are summarised in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the notes of two of the students’ 
answers to Question/Item 3. The number of times the total erasure and eraser were 
used in this question was 2 for student 1, 0 for student 2 (left of Figure 4), and 4 for 
student 3 (right of Figure 4). The results for the colour of the letters show that student 
2 changed his writing speed frequently. The thickness of the first stroke of the equal 
sign also changed. Student 3’s colour did not change much, indicating that the student’s 
writing speed is almost constant. The thickness of the letters changes in only one place, 
and the thickness is not much different from normal. The number of times the eraser 
was used was higher for the question with more incorrect answers than for the question 
with more correct answers. Student 2 solved the questions after thinking about how to 
solve them is indicated by the speed changing rapidly and there being some stagnation. 
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However, student 3 solved the questions after thinking about how to solve them while 
writing the answers, which is indicated by the speed not changing much and there being 
little stagnation. It is also possible that the speed and stagnation are related to the way 
the intermediate equation is written. It has also been assumed that the difficulty of a 
problem corresponds to the number of times it is eliminated. Therefore, Questions/
Items 4, 5, and 6 could be guessed to be relatively difficult. Student 1 is predicted to be 
competent, as this student correctly answered question/item 6, which is estimated to be 
more difficult, although the student had to redraw it more often.

Table 1. Summary of correct and incorrect results for each question/item and the number 
of times the eraser was used in the questions of differentiation, integral, and story

Differentiation Integral Story

Item1 Item2 Item3 Item4 Item5 Item6

1/0* e** 1/0 e 1/0 e 1/0 e 1/0 e 1/0 e

Student1 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 5 1 7 1 32

Student2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 12 0 14

Student3 1 2 1 0 0 4 0 3 0 8 0 12

Notes: *Results: 1; correct, 0; incorrect, **Number of times erasers are used.

Fig. 4. An example of a note submitted and a part of the recorded  
data for student 2(left) and student 3(right)

Next, item response theory was used to estimate a student’s ability and the difficulty 
of the problem. The ability values were Student 1 > Student 3 > Student 2, which was 
roughly inferred in the previous section. Based on the correct/incorrect data, the dis-
criminative ability a and difficulty b of the equation

 p
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were estimated, where pi(θ ) is the probability of a student with ability θ answering ques-
tion i correctly. Equation (1) with calculated a and b, which are called item response 
curves, are illustrated in Figure 5. This figure indicates that questions/items 4 and 6 
are more difficult. The results predicted in previous paragraphs are here demonstrated 
objectively.
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Fig. 5. Item response curves with calculated a and b

5 Summary

In this paper, which uses STACK, we visualised the solution process, writing speed, 
and stagnation points based on pen-stroke data obtained from the solution process of 
mathematical problems written on a tablet and also predicted students’ ability and the 
difficulty level of problems. The results were matched to the results of item response 
theory, and qualitative results were obtained. However, due to the small number of data, 
it is difficult to qualify this as a general trend, and it will be necessary to increase the 
number of data and verify this trend in more detail in the future.
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